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Abstract

We optimize post-operative surveillance schedules for patients who have undergone surgery to restore peripheral blood
flow. Post-operative surveillance is performed using periodic duplex ultrasound tests to detect loss of blood flow before
it poses a serious risk to the patient. Currently, tests are performed according to the same schedule for all patients,
even though problems tend to occur early in some patient groups, and later in others. Moreover, the current schedule
is not optimized to when failures occur. We provide a statistical procedure for estimating, from censored observations,
the joint distribution of the time at which a problem can be detected in a follow-up visit, and the possibly later time at
which the problem threatens the health of the patient. We then find optimal patient-specific follow-up schedules based
on this estimation procedure, and compare its performance to the schedule currently in use.
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Introduction
We consider patients who have had surgery to repair a loss of blood flow through a limb. Following surgery, patients are
monitored in periodic office visits, in which a duplex ultrasound is performed to test whether the repair is continuing to
function, i.e, is patent, or whether patency has been lost, preventing blood from circulating through the affected limb.
If patency loss is detected early enough, then action can be taken to remedy the problem. If it fails to be detected,
serious side effects, including the loss of the limb, can result.
Schedules are usually chosen ad hoc, without supporting quantitative analysis. For example, current institutional
practice at Weill Cornell Vascular and Endovascular Surgery is to schedule follow-up duplex ultrasounds at months
1, 6, 12, 24, 36, and 48 following surgery. This choice of schedule is based on the fact that early failures are more
common, but has also been influenced by the convenience of 6 month intervals. Moreover, the same schedule is used
for all patients, even though some patients can be identified as being at higher risk for patency loss, and patient-specific
covariates can be used to predict when patency-loss will occur [1].
In this paper, we design optimal schedules, which promise both to reduce the number of patients for whom patency
loss goes undetected, and to reduce the number of follow-up visits that low-risk patients must undergo. This work has
three distinct contributions. First, we present a statistical method for estimating the joint distribution of when patency
loss occurs and when it becomes symptomatic. This estimation is challenging because observations of these times
are censored. Second, we develop an optimization algorithm for obtaining the optimal schedule given estimates of the
parameters of the statistical model. Third, we apply these methods to data to obtain optimal schedules for two different
patient groups, and find that the percent of patients with undetected patency loss can be reduced from 59.3% to 56.0%
in one group of patients (critical limb ischemia with rest pain only), and from 77.8% to 72.6% in another (critical limb
ischemia with tissue loss, which is a more severe form of disease).
Much of the previous work on related problems comes from the reliability engineering literature, and focuses
on surveillance of mechanical systems with applications in manufacturing. [4] and [12] introduced the problem of
inspection for deteriorating systems, with the objective to minimizing the expected cost of inspection and maintenance.
[8] extended the model by allowing the duration of an inspection to be non-negligible. [3] considered the case where
failure symptoms are delayed. [9] discussed the system where the inspections are fallible. An overview of this problem
may be found in [5, 2, 6]. Performance criteria other than total expected cost have also been studied. For example,
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[10] proposed a model to minimize the expected number of inspection times, which aimed to use minimum number of
inspection to maintain certain level of availability. [11] minimized the expected delayed time under the constraint of
an upper bound for expected cost.
All of this previous work within assumes availability of an infinite number of inspection opportunities, each of
which carries a cost which can be expressed in the same units as the cost of a unforeseen failure. In the medical
problem that we consider, however, the difficulty of comparing the cost of an extra inspection, or medical test, against
the cost of a medical complication arising from an undetected problem lead us to formulate our problem differently:
we place a constraint on the number of inspections, and minimize the probability of failing to detect loss of patency
before it becomes symptomatic.
A recent paper, [7], considers the problem of scheduling surveillance for patients on the kidney transplant waiting
list, to minimize the probability that a patient has undergone an undetected change in medical state when a kidney
becomes available for transplantation. This problem is similar to the one we consider here, in that the number of
inspections is constrained, and the goal is to minimize the probability that an undetected failure persists at some
random checkpoint in time. In [7], this checkpoint is the time at which a kidney becomes available, and is independent
of the failure time. In the current paper, however, this checkpoint is the time at which a loss of patency becomes
symptomatic, and is highly dependent on when the loss of patency first occurred. This causes differences in both the
optimization problem of finding an optimal surveillance schedule, and the statistical estimation techniques required.
We organize our paper in the following way. First, we formulate our optimization problem. Then, we describe the
statistical model used in estimating the problem’s parameters from data. Then, we introduce optimization algorithms
for three different parametric families of distributions used in the problem formulation. Finally, we apply our methods
to patient data and obtain optimal schedules for two different patient groups.
Problem Formulation
We model loss of patency (i.e., failure of the original surgical repair) as occurring at a random time τ . Until time τ ,
any test performed will reveal the repair to be patent in good condition, and on or after τ , a test will reveal that the
repair is no longer patent. At time τ + δ, if the problem has not yet been detected by a scheduled test, the patient
will become symptomatic, and will visit the clinic on his or own, suffering a risk of negative side effects from having
had the problem go undetected. The density functions of τ and δ are denoted by fτ (t) and fδ (t) respectively. In this
work,we assume τ and δ to be independent.
Our goal is to determine an optimal testing schedule that will minimize the probability that the patient’s
loss of patency goes undetected and eventually becomes
symptomatic, i.e., that the time between patency loss and
its detection exceeds δ. Let t1 < · · · < tm be times at
which tests will be performed, where tm is fixed and is
the end of the follow-up period under consideration, and
the other times t1 , . . . , tm−1 can be chosen to minimize
the probability of an undetected failure. Patency is also
observed at time t0 = 0, which is the day of surgery.
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Figure 1: Depicted are four of a sequence of scheduled
testing times, 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tm . Patency loss
(failure of the original surgical repair) occurs at a random
time τ , and becomes symptomatic at a later time τ + δ. If,
as pictured, patency loss occurs in an interval [tj−1 , tj − δ]
for some j, then it will become symptomatic (at time τ +
δ < tj ) before it is detected. Our goal is to minimize the
probability that this occurs.

As illustrated in Figure 1 at right, our goal is equivalent to minimizing the probability that patency loss τ
occurs in an interval (tj−1 , tj − δ) for some j. Thus, our goal is to minimize over t1 , . . . , tm−1 the objective
F (t) =

m
X
i=1

s.t.

P (ti−1 < τ < ti − δ) =

Z
m 
X
P (τ > ti−1 )
0

i=1

ti −ti−1

Z

ti −ti−1

fδ (v)dv −


fδ (v)P (τ > ti − v)dv

v=0

ti < ti+1 for i = 0, · · · , m − 1.
(1)
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Statistical Models
In this section, we introduce the statistical model used to estimate the distributions of τ and δ. First, we define notation.
Ci denotes the censor time for patient i (e.g., date of death, or time at which the patient was lost to follow up). si
denotes the time at which a loss of patency was detected for patient i, whether this was detected in a scheduled test
or because it became symptomatic. If no loss of patency is detected, si = Ci . fi (si ) denotes the first scheduled test
strictly before si . If si is itself a scheduled test, then f (si ) is the preceding test. uj (j = 1, · · · , m) is the schedule of
times currently in use, and Ai := { uj : uj ∈ [τi , τi + δ] }.
  
 τ+δ
For each patient, we do not observe the times τ and
0
τ +δ directly. Instead, we observe only the time at which
a loss of patency is detected, whether this occurs in a
scheduled test or because it became symptomatic. (We
also know the patient’s testing schedule.) The way in
which loss of patency is detected places an observation
of each patient i into one of three categories: Zi = 0
(none), Zi = 1 (clinical), and Zi = 2 (duplex), illustrated in Figure 2. Zi = 0 denotes that patency loss
occurs after the censor time Ci . The corresponding likelihood of the observation (Zi = 0, si ), as a function of
the parameters ν of the distribution Pν of (τi , δi ) is
Y
L0 (ν) =
Pν (τi ≥ fi (si ), τi + δ ≥ Ci , Ci = si ).

censor time (lost to follow up)

 = 0

(none)
0

 

τ+δ 

first observed patency loss time


 = 1

(clinical)
0

i:Zi =0

Zi = 1 denotes that patency loss occurs after one scheduled follow-up time, and the likelihood function is:
Y
L1 (ν) =
Pν (τi +δ = si , τi ≥ f (si ), τi +δ ≤ Ci ).

 

 τ+δ

First observed
first observed
patency loss time
patency loss time

 = 2

(duplex)

i:Zi =1

Zi = 2 denotes patency loss occurs after one scheduled
follow-up time but is detected after the next scheduled Figure 2: Depicted are three types of patient observations. The first, Zi = 0 or “none”, occurs when no failure
follow-up time, and the likelihood function is:
is observed. The second, Zi = 1 or “clinical”, occurs when
Y
L2 (ν) =
Pν (τi ≤ si , τi + δ ≥ si , si = min(A)). loss of patency is undetected in a scheduled test and bei:Zi =2
comes symptomatic. The third, Zi = 2 or “duplex”, occurs
when loss of patency is observed in a scheduled test. Each
For analytic tractability, we only consider the foltype censors the times τ and τ + δ differently.
lowing distributions for τ and δ: (Case 1) τ follows an
Erlang distribution and δ is fixed; (Case 2) both τ and δ follow an exponential distribution with parameters λ and α
respectively; (Case 3) τ follows an Erlang distribution with parameters (k, λ) and δ follows an exponential distribution
with parameter α. In these three cases, the likelihoods L0 (ν), L1 (ν), L2 (ν) can be competed analytically. Since space
is limited, we do not include these calculation, but instead refer to a full version of this paper [13] available online. We
then use maximum likelihood estimation, implemented using fmincon in Matlab with analytically computed first
and second order derivatives, to estimate parameters for each of these models.
Optimization Solutions
In this section, we prove some properties of the optimal solution for the optimization problem, which we then use to
develop algorithms for obtaining the optimal follow-up schedule.
Proposition 1. Suppose τ ≥ 0 and δ ≥ 0 both satisfy P (τ ∈ B) > 0 and P (δ ∈ B) > 0 for all B ⊂ [0, tm ] with
positive Lebesgue measure. If {t∗i } is an optimal solution to (1), then {t∗i } satisfies t0 < t∗1 < · · · < t∗m−1 < tm .
Furthermore, it also satisfies the first order necessary optimality condition
Z ti −ti−1
Z ti+1 −ti
∂F (t∗ )
=
fδ (v)fτ (ti − v)dv − fτ (ti )
fδ (v)dv = 0 for 0 < i < m.
∂ti
0
0
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The above proposition indicates that the optimal follow-up times are determined by the first follow-up time.
In other words, once the first optimal follow up time is determined, we can obtain other optimal follow up times
recursively by using the first order necessary optimality condition. Moreover, it also implies that an optimal solution
exists, since we minimize a continuous function over a bounded set and all the optimal solutions lie in the interior of
the feasible set.
Case 1: δ is fixed and τ follows a Weibull distribution. To gain insight into the optimization problem, we first
consider a very special case when δ is fixed. For this case, we can solve the optimization problem analytically. We
k
assume patency loss τ follows a Weibull distribution with parameters (k, λ) and density function S(t) = e−(t/λ) .
The natural constraints for follow-up times should be ti − δ ≥ ti−1 for i = 1, · · · , m. The reason is that if we detect
patency loss at ti , then the patient will not be symptomatic before ti + δ. So it is reasonable to schedule the next follow
up time after ti + δ. Then the optimization can be written as follows:
Pm −(ti−1 /λ)k
k
− e−((ti −δ)/λ) ]
i=1 [e
s.t. ti − δ ≥ ti−1 for i = 1, 2, 3, ...m.
k

k

Proposition 2. Let H(t) = e−(t/λ) − e−((t−δ)/λ) . We assume that H(t) either is increasing or has a unique
minimizer x∗ with x∗ + (m − 1)δ ≤ tm on interval [δ, tm ]. Suppose t∗ = (t∗1 , · · · , t∗m−1 ) is an optimal solution. Then
t∗ should have the following structure
t∗ = (t∗1 , t∗1 + δ, t∗1 + (m − 2)δ).
Furthermore, all optimal follow up times are determined by the optimal first follow up time t∗1 . Therefore, we can
formulate the optimization problem as
min

m−1
X

H(x + (i − 1)δ) s.t. δ ≤ x ≤ tm − (m − 1)δ.

i=1

Case 2: τ and δ follow exponential distributions. If we assume that τ and δ follow exponential distributions
with parameters λ and α respectively, the corresponding optimization problem is:

Z ti −ti−1
Z ti −ti−1
m 
X
e−λti−1
min : F (t) =
αe−αv dv − e−λti
αe−(α−λ)v dv
(2)
i=1

s.t.

0

0

ti < ti+1 for i = 0, · · · , m − 1.

Then, according to Proposition 1, we have the first order necessary optimal condition for (2):
Z ti −ti−1
Z ti+1 −ti
e−(α−λ)v dv =
e−αv dv.
0

(3)

0

Proposition 3. Suppose both τ and δ have exponential distributions with parameters λ and τ respectively. Then there
(t)
exists a unique (t1 , · · · , tm−1 ) satisfies the first order necessary optimal condition, i.e. ∂F
∂ti = 0, which is also the
optimal solution for (2).
We design an optimization algorithm to obtain a solution which satisfies the first order optimality condition, which
is also the optimal solution by Proposition 3. The optimization problem uses the idea of bisection algorithm to solve
m − 1 equations. The algorithm is included in [13].
Case 3: τ follows an Erlang distribution and δ follows an exponential distribution. If we assume that τ
follows an Erlang distribution with parameters (k, λ) and δ follows an exponential distribution with parameter α, the
corresponding optimization problem is as follows:
"k−1
!#
Z ti
m
n
X
X λn
λ
min : F (t) =
e−λti−1 tni−1 (1 − e−α(ti −ti−1 ) ) −
e−αti
αe−(λ−α)v v n dv
(4)
n!
n!
v=t
i−1
i=1 n=0
s.t.

ti < ti+1 for i = 0, · · · , m − 1.

According to Proposition 1, we have the first order necessary optimal condition for (4):
Z ti+1 −ti
Z ti
k−1 −λti
−αti
k−1 −(λ−α)v
e
v
e
dv = ti e
e−αv dv.
ti−1

0
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(5)

Results
We obtained data for 239 patients with critical limb ischemia, and divided them into two groups: those with rest pain
only; and those with tissue loss, which is a more severe condition. We modeled each group separately. For each patient,
this data contains the first observed patency loss and failure type (none, clinical, duplex). It does not, however, include
the last office visit for the patient before the observed failures or censor time, which is necessary in our statistical
procedure for fitting the parameters of τ and δ. To overcome this limitation, we assumed that each patient followed
the current recommended schedule of u1 = 1(month), u2 = 6, u3 = 12, u4 = 24, u5 = 36, u6 = 48.
We then performed maximum likelihood estimation for the model with τ Erlang and δ exponential across the
three parameters k, λ, and α, for the shape parameter k ∈ {1, 2, 3} and λ, α ≥ 0, using Matlab’s fmincon. We
found the best fit at k = 1 for both patient groups, which corresponds to an exponential distribution for τ . The fitted
parameters were λ = 0.0338, α = 0.4500 for the rest pain group, and λ = 0.0530, α = 0.9022 for the tissue loss
group. These fitted values show that patency loss occurs more quickly in the tissue loss group, which is consistent
with these patients’ increased severity of disease. This patient group also has a shorter duration between patency loss
and onset of symptoms.
Table 1 shows the results of computing the optimal schedule for the fitted distributions for each of these two patient
groups. The percentage of patients with undetected patency loss that eventually becomes symptomatic is computed
under the statistical model for both the current schedule (at 1, 6, 12, 24, 36, 48 months) and the optimal one. The
optimal schedule is able to significantly reduce the percentage of patients with symptomatic patency.
patient type

optimal schedule (in months)

rest pain
tissue loss

3.3, 7.0, 11.1, 16, 22.2, 48
1.8, 3.9, 6.1, 8.8, 12.1, 48

percentage of patients with symptomatic patency loss
under optimal schedule under current schedule
56.0%
59.3%
72.6%
77.8%

Table 1: Results of analysis: Table shows the optimal schedule (in months since day of surgery) and the percentage
of patients for whom patency loss is undetected in a scheduled test and later becomes symptomatic, under both the
current schedule, and the optimal one. This is shown for two groups of patients: rest pain only; and tissue loss.

Figure 3 compares the empirical cumulative distribution functions (cdfs) with predictions based on the fitted
statistical model. For each of the two patient groups, we calculated the empirical cdf of si for duplex failures, and
then again for clinical failures. We then computed what these cdfs would be under the fitted statistical model with
the current schedule. While the empirical and predicted cdfs are roughly comparable, and some deviation is to be
expected due to noise from the finite sample size, we believe that there is room for improvement, and that allowing
more general distributions for τ and δ may result in a better fit.
Conclusion
We have described a statistical method for estimating the joint distribution of when patency loss occurs, and when this
patency loss becomes symptomatic. This statistical method is able to obtain estimates in the face of a type of censoring
specific to this surveillance problem. We then described optimization algorithms able to compute the optimal schedule
for three different parametric families for these two times. We then applied these statistical and optimization methods
to data, obtaining optimal schedules that improved predicted performance significantly over the existing schedule.
While these results are encouraging, and strongly suggest that substantial improvements can be made by optimizing the schedule to patient groups, the current work has a number of limitations. First, our statistical analysis assumed
that patients follow the existing schedule exactly, while data on duplex failures are not necessarily close to scheduled
times, demonstrating that patients deviate from the recommended schedule. In future work, we will overcome this
limitation by incorporating additional data on when each patient had his or her tests. Second, our statistical analysis
used relatively restrictive parametric families of distributions for τ and δ, which in particular do not allow for the
decreasing failure rate observed in [1]. This statistical analysis also assumed that τ and δ are independent, while
this may not necessarily be true in practice. We believe that these first two limitations are the cause for the poor fit
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Figure 3: Model validation: Each pair of plots, one for patients with rest pain only (the left pair) and the other for
patients with tissue loss (the right pair), shows the conditional distribution of the time that a failure is detected, given
the failure type. The left plot in each pair shows this for failures detected in duplex ultrasound, and the right plot for
failures detected when they become symptomatic. Each plot shows two curves, one coming from empirical data, while
the other is computed using the fitted model and the current schedule.
in Figure 3. Third, our optimization problem could have modeled patients as scheduling tests at random times near
the recommended schedule, rather than following the schedule exactly. The optimal schedule under this more robust
model would then have an additional robustness property.
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